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It looks like 2018 is going to be far better than last year, at least with respect to the
weather!
This year the ELCA will continue to rigorously pursue its mandate of protecting and
improving the environment in, and around, Eagle Lake. Because of events that
occurred in 2017, this will be more difficult than in the past.
Of particular concern last year was the emergence of blue green algae which was
reported in the Lake for the first time. A new Township bylaw prohibiting the use of
phosphorous based fertilizers close to the shoreline should have some impact on
controlling this bacteria, but it is likely that other substantive action will be required
before we can restrict the possibility of it reappearing. This will be a major topic of
discussion during our July Annual General Meeting.
The other major environmental concern identified last year centred on invasive
phragmites. On this issue we are much further ahead. As described elsewhere in this
newsletter, the ELCA is working cooperatively with Machar Township to develop and
implement an effective control program that will commence this summer. We will be
looking for volunteers to assist in this effort.
The ELCA will continue to promote responsible stewardship of our properties, the
lakefronts, and the Lake itself. This involves maintaining native vegetation,
particularly on the property closest to the lakeshore. It also involves providing advice
on how to properly maintain septic systems as corrupted systems pollute the Lake as
well as the soil in which they are located. This newsletter provides elaboration on
observations concerning septic systems that were included in the previous
newsletter. There is also an article outlining the best practises that should be
followed in order to maintain a properly functioning septic system.
Please enjoy a healthy, happy, and environmentally responsible summer at Eagle
Lake.

Mike Mitchell

AN AERIAL VIEW OF ANGUS BAY!
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ELCA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The Eagle Lake Conservation Association will hold its 2018 AGM on Saturday July 21 beginning at 
9am. Once again the location will be the Highlander Brewery in South River as this location provided 
an excellent venue last year and offers us all an opportunity to socialize after the formal meeting 
ends. Coffee and tea will be provided prior to the commencement of the meeting and sandwiches 
will be available after the meeting ends. During the social component, participants will be able to 
purchase beer from the Brewery staff.
As usual the Board of Directors will provide updates on the current and future activities of the ELCA. 
The annual financial statement will be distributed for review and discussion. Due to the 
developments which occurred in 2017 it is anticipated that much of the conversation will concentrate 
on invasive phragmites and blue green algae. If time permits we will also provide information on a 
“Restore Your Shore” program as well as healthy septic systems and the process of obtaining an 
authorized inspection of your septic system.
The AGM also offers an excellent opportunity for all members of the ELCA to ask questions of the 
President and other Board members and provide comments about the programs and activities of our 
Association. This is a key element in ensuring that the ELCA accurately reflects the priorities of its 
members and continues to improve its service delivery.
Please take time to spend the morning with us. It will be interesting and informative!

• .

EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES

The Almaguin Quilter's' Guild is 
delighted to host a quilt show this 

year!
Mark the calendar! On August 11 
and 12, 2018, plan to attend the 
"Quilting in the Country" Quilt 
Show at the Sohm Homestead 

located at 167 Bunker Hill Road, 
South River. The event is open 

from 10 am to 4 pm each 
day. View the quilts, have lunch 
in our tea room, participate in 

demonstrations and buy a ticket 
on the raffle quilt.

Hope to see you there!!
!

22

Pickleball comes to South River
Anyone interested in playing pickleball or trying it out please 

join us at the tennis courts behind the South River Curling 
Arena. 
We play Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 9-11.
We will lend you a racket to try it out!
You can utube pickleball 101 to see what it is all about!
Pearl Ivens
pearl.ivens@gmail.com

THE NEAR NORTH SNOWDRIFTERS SNOWMOBILE CLUB
WILL BE SPONSORING

THE FOURTH ANNUAL EAGLE LAKE KIDS BASS FISHING 
DERBY

ON JUNE 30TH

DETAILS AND ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE AT THE EAGLE LAKE 
NARROWS STORE.

http://www.eaglelakeconservationassociation.com
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As publicized in the April Newsletter, the ELCA, in partnership with Machar Township, organized a seminar
for the public on Saturday April 28th. The topic was invasive phragmites. As noted previously, these plants
have been identified by the Federal Government as the “worst” invasive vegetation in the country.
Unfortunately they have a strong foothold in parts of Eagle Lake.
Attendance at the seminar greatly exceeded original expectations and, fortunately, extra chairs were
available so that almost all attendees could be seated. While most participants were from the Machar/Eagle
Lake area there was some representation from other areas of the Region most notably Lake Bernard which
also has a significant problem with invasive phragmites.
The seminar was led by two people with excellent qualifications and practical experience with phragmites
control. The morning began with a presentation from Robert Canning who is an aquatic ecologist with
widespread experience with many invasive species which threaten wetlands and waterways. In 2017, the
ELCA obtained funding from FOCA (The Federation of Ontario Cottagers Association) to have Mr. Canning
complete an onsite examination of the phragmites growing in or near Eagle Lake. His report definitively
identified this vegetation as invasive and began the process within which we find ourselves.
The second presentation was made by Lynn Short who is a Professor of Environmental Studies at Humber
College. Professor Short has organized control programs targeting invasive phragmites at the Humber College
campus as well as on Georgian Bay. She has spent years developing and implementing eradication programs
and her knowledge provided great, practical insight for the attendees. Her presentation was the perfect
complement for Mr. Cannings’ more broad based observations.
We were also fortunate to have Mayor Lynda Carleton and Councillor Bart Wood in attendance. Mayor
Carleton welcomed the presenters and the attendees and provided gifts to both Professor Short and Mr.
Canning on behalf of our municipality. Councillor Wood’s attendance was particularly important as he
brought five copies of the map of Eagle Lake that he had developed after Mr. Cannings’ original visit to the
Lake. Councillor Wood travelled throughout both the north and south basins and marked the specific
locations where invasive phragmites are present. The map identifies 27 locations. One is in the south
western part of the north basin. 24 are growing in the Lake in the south basin, and the remaining 2 are on
dry land in the southern part of the Lake.
The conclusions arising from the Seminar are that:
The invasive phragmites represent a serious threat to Eagle Lake.
If not controlled they will only continue to proliferate.
Digging them out or the use of herbicides is impractical or illegal.
The only approved method of control involves cutting and burning.
The best time to cut is late July or early August.
Eradication will require continual, annual cutting for at least five years.
The ELCA and Machar have formed a committee to organize a coordinated program for the removal of
invasive phragmites. This will involve setting dates for cutting, recruiting and scheduling volunteers, and also
acquiring the tools needed to cut these plants. With 27 sites, there will be a need for large numbers of
volunteers. We hope that volunteers from the ELCA will join in the efforts to control and exterminate this
vegetation.
A more detailed description of the seminar will be provided at the Annual General Meeting of the ELCA as
will an update on our progress being made. We hope to upload copies of the power point presentations
made by Mr. Canning and Professor Short onto the ELCA website. A copy of Councillor Wood’s map will be
available for examination at the AGM.
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Your septic system is a very necessary part of rural living. It is essential to keep it maintained and working properly to iesure the least 
amount of negative impact to the environment.  This is even more crucial around our lakes and streams.
Regardless of the type of septic system you have, the following is a guideline to help keep your system running smoothly and 
effectively.

Phosphate free, low sudsing detergent
Liquid detergents as opposed to granular
Single ply toilet paper, disintegrates faster
No bleach, ammonia, turpentine’s, chlorine or drain cleaner
No oils or oil products (cooking oil)
No cigarettes

The only waste that should go into your septic system is that which has been processed through the body.  Garbulators are not 
recommended 
No sanitary hygiene products or (disposable) diapers or condoms

Try to do laundry over the course of a few days instead of all the same day.  Also try not to run dishwasher and laundry machines at the 
same time.

.
Even products that are marked as biodegradable, can take several months to breakdown.
Water saving toilets are not recommended, the system needs that extra water to flush through the lines leading to the actual septic 
tank.
Water softeners, where the water makes its way into the holding tank can damage your tank.  Salt corrodes concrete.

Do have your tanks pumped out regularly.  This varies from household to household.  Depending on the number of people using the 
system and whether or not it is year round use or seasonal.
Do, check for odours outside, as this can be an indication of overfull tanks or tile beds not working properly.  Check your septic bed for 
areas that are extremely wet or sunken as they can be indicators of breakdown in the leaching area.

Bacterial Additive Products:  There are different views whether or not these are needed or even helpful, but they won’t hurt the system.

Product suggestions: 
Amway (on-line or find a distributor), Seventh Generation, Natura (Home Hardware), Cheer, Arm & Hammer, Borax, Norwex Products 

(on-line or through a local distributor)

HAPPY FLUSHING
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In the last newsletter two articles referred to septic system pump outs and they may have caused confusion for
our members. It is essential that septic systems be pumped out on a regular basis. If this is not done, pollutants
can exit the septic tank and corrupt the leach bed which will result in an expensive replacement of not only the
leach bed, but also the soil that has been contaminated.

Knowing when to pump out the septic tanks has traditionally been a matter of guesswork due to the number of
factors involved, principally the size of the tank and the amount of use the system experiences. Smaller tanks
must be pumped out more frequently than larger ones. In a situation where both properties have the same
sized tank a family of five living year round will have significantly more accumulation in the tank, and require
more frequent pump outs, than the same sized family in a seasonal property. As a result, a general rule of
emptying septic tanks every three to five years has become the norm. It is environmentally more responsible to
pump out more frequently than needed as opposed to delaying so long that the system becomes corrupted. In
the long run, more frequent pump outs will be less expensive than replacing a corrupted leach bed.

There does exist a more precise method of determining if a tank needs to be pumped out. This involves
measuring the amount of solids in the tank. Of course this only applies to systems that have “risers” which are
the above ground lids (normally green in colour) that provide permanent access to both chambers of a septic
tank. If the build-up of solids in the chamber of the septic tank that receives the outflow from the building
exceeds one third of the tanks depth, it must be pumped out. This new approach was recommended by Rick
Esselment of the Ontario Onsite Wastewater Association during his presentation at the spring FOCA Conference
.
Mr. Esselment referenced a study of 7,667 properties that was completed between 2013 and 2017. In 74% of
the septic systems examined, no pump out was required. At the same time, 10% of the systems were overdue
for a pump out. In his view property owners might be able to reduce costs, without endangering the
environment, by only having the septic tank pumped when the measurement indicates it should be done.
On a more sobering note, Mr. Esselment referenced another study conducted on 370 septic systems between
2015 and 2017. 41% of these systems demonstrated major deficiencies where the function and performance of
the systems were impeded. In 64% of the cases where major deficiencies were noted the problem was in the
leaching bed which is also the component of the septic system most costly to replace. As could be expected,
older septic systems experienced a greater number of major deficiencies.
The three major takeaways from his presentation were that;

Septic systems must be pumped out before the system can become contaminated.

Measuring the accumulated solids in the tank is a more precise method of determining if a pump out is
necessary than an estimate based on timeframes.

Older systems should be examined to ensure they do not have any major deficiencies.

With respect to this latter point, the North Bay/ Mattawa Conservation Authority will provide a septic
inspection for properties on Eagle Lake, at no cost, if the owner requests one.

SEPTIC SYSTEMS
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On Monday October 22 of this year the municipal elections will be held throughout Ontario. The
ELCA does not endorse any specific candidate but we strongly encourage our members to
participate by exercising their right to vote. A number of years ago the ELCA was instrumental in
convincing Machar Township to implement voting by mail to ensure that all Township residents
have equal opportunity to vote whether or not they are in the Township on election day. This
involves a significant expense for the municipality and it is important that we all take the
opportunity to participate. For the ELCA it is important that we have a dedicated involved
municipal council with which we can work on issues of major mutual importance like; the
emergence of blue green algae in the Lake and the control of invasive phragmites.

If any member of the ELCA wishes to become more involved, they should consider running for a
seat on Council. It provides an excellent opportunity to become engaged in our municipality,
ensure the continuation of effective administration, and to initiate improvements that can benefit
everyone in Machar. It is also beneficial for our Association to have people on Council who are
aware of the issues that are unique to Eagle Lake.

The Machar Township Spring Newsletter provided the information needed for anyone who wishes
to become a candidate. Anyone seeking more detailed information can contact the municipal office
or access MunicipalEducation.ca which is maintained by the Association of Municipalities of
Ontario (AMO).

2018 MUNICIPAL ELECTION

After the June newsletter was distributed, we experienced a significant influx of
membership renewals. It was particularly gratifying to see the number of members
who committed to a five year time frame, as this saves our volunteers a considerable
amount of administrative time. In addition, the annual membership rate is $25.00 and
the five year membership fee of $100.00 represents a savings of $5.00 per year. If you
have not renewed we encourage you to take time to complete the membership form
attached at the back of this newsletter. If you are uncertain whether your membership
is currant, please contact Fay Boyd by E-mail at boydf@sympatico.ca or by telephone at
705 386-2803.
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MEMBERSHIP IN THE EAGLE LAKE CONSERVATION ASSN.

LITTER PICK UP
As identified in a previous newsletter, the ELCA was not able to organize a litter pick up day this 
year. Fortunately the Near North Snowdrifters arranged one in June. Hopefully it was a 
successful effort. Many people residing on or near the Lake continually pick up roadside litter 
during their regular walks and we encourage our members to continue this beneficial practice to 
help keep our community clean.

http://www.eaglelakeconservationassociation.com
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

The South River/Machar Fire Department recently acquired a tanker
truck and achieved “Superior Tanker Shuttle Accreditation.” This
COULD result in a premium discount up to 30%, as underwriters
consider the tanker to be a mobility fire hydrant.

There may be conditions such as your property being located within a
certain distance from the Fire Station; however, some underwriters
have apparently accepted greater distances....SO....SHOP AROUND FOR
SAVINGS, IF NECESSARY.

This discount, unfortunately, does not apply to the FOCA insurance
program via Cade & Associates, since their plan's premium is based on
claims experience, rather than specific tangible underwriting
information

If your insurer requires a copy of the accreditation, it is available from
the website of our Fire Department (www.srmfd.com). As well, Risto
Maki, Machar's Fire Chief, is willing to answer inqueries at (705) 386-
0066
Culver Riley, ELCA's Insurance Representative

JUST A REMINDER - POTENTIAL COTTAGE INSURANCE SAVINGS

NEW LOCATION! 
THE RIDGE GOLF COURSE 

328 SUNNY RIDGE ROAD, SUNDRIDGE
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We're looking for Summer Volunteers who will undertake dock visits to 
lake property owners and assist with the eradication of invasive 
Phragmites. 
Skills and Competencies Required:
• Must be available to work weekends.
• Use of a personal boat on occasion would be an asset
• Be in good physical condition and able to operate manual and 

powered cutting tools.
• Be confident in the water and a competent swimmer with an 

excellent knowledge of water safety practices
In addition to students, we are also looking for volunteers of all ages to 

dedicate an hour, a day, or a week to fighting the invasive Phragmites. 
Please contact Mike Mitchell at 705-386-2803

http://www.eaglelakeconservationassociation.com
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5TH ANNUAL ELCA CALENDARS ON SALE!

ELCA's 2019 Calendars have been printed
and are now on sale. Our 2018 edition SOLD OUT

so get ready for 2019 now!

Calendars can be purchased for $10.00 each from your
local ELCA Board Member or from these fine

local establishments:

Highlander Brewery
Eagle Lake Narrows Country Store

L’Elegance
Inspire

The calendar features scenes from Eagle Lake and
its surroundings. All are taken by local amateurs.

Why not submit your photographs for next years calendar?

Please send photos in high resolution to Stephanie Apollonio,
stephanieapollonio@gmail.com. Photos will be selected

by our independent designer. Photos may also be published
on the ELCA website.

An urgent request to all birders and avian defenders to help slow down the declining numbers of not only waterfowl and 
other bird species but for our brown bat population as well. I'm asking all birders to find a quiet area on your property 
where noise, lighting and predation can be avoided and that you put up a few nesting and or roosting boxes. For more info. 
on how to construct these shelters for our winged friends go to either the Bird Studies Canada, The Cornell Lab of 
Ornithology OR The Canadian Wildlife Federation websites and look up nesting box directions/placement and 
maintenance. Never use treated wood or paint these boxes as the chemicals will kill the birds n bats. Cedar is best as it will 
not rot when exposed to the elements and when it comes to the inner platform for bats a rough cedar shake purchased at 
a hardware store will give bats the perfect gripping surface when placed at the correct angle. Please let me know if your 
efforts have been a success in helping to keep our wee wild friends thriving. NO PHOTOS though as we do not want the 
nests/roosts to be vacated. Also in a recent Canadian Wildlife Magazine article I read of the debate over the yearly cleaning
of nesting boxes. Some experts say that cleaning is a must to ensure that flies have not deposited eggs inside that will 
hatch and attack the young chicks. Others says to only clean the boxes if they seem too full of nesting material before 
winter sets in. Also make sure that boxes are checked to make sure that they are dry and have had no water damage. Since 
noise, bright lighting and campfire smoke can all affect nesting...I ask that you please be mindful when selecting a location
before putting them up. If you've ever witnessed wood duck chicks leaving the nest it's something you'll never forget ! I'd 
also be very interested in knowing if any one has noticed a drastic decline in returning hummingbirds this year. Remember 
that premix store bought food only adds colour and is not the best thing for the birds. A simple homemade solution is best. 
Take a clean empty 1 liter water bottle and add white sugar to just about 1/3 of the bottle. Add water and shake until all 
the sugar has completely dissolved. No need to heat in a saucepan first. Add to your feeder and store the rest in the fridge 
until needed. Just make sure to leave the bottle out of the fridge for about 10 minutes prior to filling your feeder(s). Good
luck and happy birding!

http://www.eaglelakeconservationassociation.com
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SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESSES!
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SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESSES

Studio 
By the 
Lake

ORIGINAL 
ART
BY

Marg 
Cunningham

Marg

Welcomes

Browsers

595 Park Rd

Eagle Lake

705-386-2279

Jul-Oct
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SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESSES
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
There are currently three vacancies on the ELCA Board of Directors. It is valuable for us to maintain a
full roster so that the Board includes a fair representation of our membership. Being on the Board
provides an excellent opportunity to become more familiar with the Lake, ELCA programs and
activities, as well as local issues and concerns. As well, members get to interact on a regular basis
with other property owners who are dedicated to protecting and improving the health of Eagle Lake.
Membership on the Board provides a valuable and interesting experience for any member of our
Association including those who may be newer residents on the Lake.

I encourage you to consider having yourself nominated for a position on the Board at this year’s
AGM. If you would like to obtain an idea of what is involved, speak to a Board member or contact
me at 705 386-2803, or by E-mail at mpmconsulting@gmail.ca.

Mike Mitchell President ELCA

http://www.eaglelakeconservationassociation.com
mailto:mpmconsulting@gmail.ca


Name:  (must be property owner):_____________________________________________

Roll Number (from Tax Bill):  ______________________________________________________

Change of Address:     Y____ N____    (Please keep your address current)

Home Address:________________________________________________P.Code___________

Eagle Lake Address:  ____________________________________________ P.Code__________

Home Ph:(____)_____________ Lake Ph:(____)___________

E-Mail:_____________________

Please send newsletters and other correspondence to: #1 ____E-MAIL ____ regular mail____
OR #2 ____E-MAIL ____ regular mail____

Membership Type:   New ____ Renewal _____

1 year ($25)_____ 2 year ($50)_____ 5 year ($100)_____ Other_____________

I would like to make a donation: $______________

Are you interested in serving on any of the following committees? (please check) 

Picnic:__ Lake Markers:__Cottage Watch:___ Lake Rehabilitation:___Other(specify):___________

Comments:

ELCA  MEMBERSHIP FORM
$25.00 Annually

Please return form and fee to:
ELCA, Box 539, South River, Ontario P0A 1X0

Membership Fee due by January 1st pf each year
Can't remember if you've already paid the membership fee?

Check the far right side of the mailing label on 
your snail mail or contact us at boydf@sympatico.ca
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